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Not THAT holey!Not THAT holey!

Unscramble it!Unscramble it!

There’s holey like lots of holes in this There’s holey like lots of holes in this 

cheese, there’s wholly which comes from cheese, there’s wholly which comes from 

being whole meaning completely being whole meaning completely 

and then there’sand then there’s  

HOLY HOLY - listen closely - listen closely 

today to find out today to find out 
about biblical about biblical 
holiness today!holiness today!

Why did Peter have to remind people Why did Peter have to remind people 
about holy living?about holy living?

What are things Christians do in the world today What are things Christians do in the world today 

(Pastor Steve calls it prevailing culture)?(Pastor Steve calls it prevailing culture)?

1. 1. Respond by ______________________ into itRespond by ______________________ into it

2. 2. Respond by _____________________ from itRespond by _____________________ from it

3. 3. Respond by __________________ against itRespond by __________________ against it

What does being an exile What does being an exile 
mean?mean?

holy you think live to holy to haveholy you think live to holy to have
What does G.I.G.O. stand What does G.I.G.O. stand 
for? for? 



Holy living is HARD! Holy living is HARD! 
What does Peter say in this bible passage that will keep us motivated?What does Peter say in this bible passage that will keep us motivated?

1.   A _______________  ___________ of God

What does that mean?  What does it NOT mean?

  2.  Recalling the ____________ of your ______________________

  What does that mean?

What could you give up for Lent that would help you and your family make more space What could you give up for Lent that would help you and your family make more space 
for Jesus?for Jesus?

Romans 12:2 Romans 12:2 

“Do not conform any longer “Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world to the pattern of this world 

but be transformed by but be transformed by the renewing of your mind” the renewing of your mind” 

Put your finger over each section and see if you can remember this verse!Put your finger over each section and see if you can remember this verse!

Can you put these in the right order?Can you put these in the right order?

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9 

When we make space for Jesus, he transforms us!  Just like this butterfly!


